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BYDGOSZCZ, Poland — Back in October the Motion Picture Academy
stirred up a small ruckus when it deemed that Jean-Jacques Annaud
(http://variety.com/t/jean-jacques-annaud/)’s “Wolf Totem (http://variety.com/t/wolf-totem/)” was not Chinese enough for consideration as China’s
foreign-language Oscar contender and disqualified it from the race.
(China then substituted local hit “Go Away Mr. Tumor.”)

But such mundane politicking was hardly relevant for d.p. Jean-Marie
Dreujou (http://variety.com/t/jean-marie-dreujou/), who focused on the
art, craft and travails of 3D (http://variety411.com/us/los-angeles/highdef-3d-digital-cinema/) cinematography in the sweeping grasslands of
China’s Inner Mongolia when he answered questions following a
screening of the film here.

The Franco-Chinese co-production centers on a student from Beijing
who is sent to live among Mongolian herders during the cultural
revolution, when millions of “intellectuals” were forced to abandon their
homes and take on rural lives. During his exile, the protagonist, played
by Shaofeng Feng (pictured above), becomes fascinated by the wolf
packs that attack the nomads’ herds. Eventually, he secretly adopts a
pup that he tries to domesticate as his new nomad family responds with
various layers of approval and disapproval.

Meanwhile, local authorities, controlled by Beijing, embark on a
campaign to kill the region’s wolves. The locals, who have lived in semiharmony with the predators for centuries, protest.

“Wolf Totem” presents a classic tale of man vs. nature, and skillfully
weaves into that story an episode of recent Chinese history.

Dreujou’s cinematography captures Mongolia’s majestic landscapes and
spectacular weather, and offers lyrical images of the wolves and other
animals that live in an uneasy balance with the region’s humans — who
themselves face conflicts as social change takes hold.
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Logistics are a primary concern when shooting wild animals. “First you
need to secure a large area so the animal won’t escape,” said Dreujou.
“Then, after you decide where to put the camera (http://variety411.com/us/new-york/camera-sound-equipment/), you have to protect
the camera.”

Wolf wranglers were always nearby.

Another necessity of wild-animal shooting is patience. “You always have
to wait for the right moment to capture the animals,” said Dreujou.

Dreujou and Annaud began scouting Mongolian locations for “Wolf
Totem” in 2012. The film’s prep time was lengthy. The duo — both
French — spent a year and a half back and forth between China and
France. Shooting time amounted to 115 days, though not continuously
as they felt it was important to film during all four seasons to capture the
constantly changing beauty of the countryside.

The d.p. and his team used many cameras in order to capture as much
as possible in a single take, although some scenes required several
takes.

In addition to the wildlife, capturing nature was a challenge. “We waited
for long times to catch the perfect images of clouds and landscapes,”
said Dreujou.

They shot many of the interiors in studios, using lights and mirrors to
replicate the play of light and dark inside the Mongolian yurts, where the
nomads resided.

“Wolf Totem” was filmed in China and the country’s Inner Mongolia
region in stereo 3D, although close-ups were shot in 2D and converted
later. Exterior scenes after dark were shot day-for-night.
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“All the wolves in the film are real,” said Dreujou. “The only thing we
changed in CG was their eyes, to make them more intense.” The
animals were often shot at 150 frames per second, which allowed the
filmmakers to create more lyrical images of the beasts.
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